The "Wihak Archives" accessioned as collection 2001-51 in the University of Regina Archives consists of six VHS tapes that contain dubs from 4-8 source tapes. The tapes include interviews with (1) Ron Bloore; (2) Ted Godwin; (3) Ken Lochhead; (4) Art McKay; (5) Doug Morton; and (6) a tape of a Regina Five Roundtable including Clifford Wiens. This tape also includes the opening of the Art McKay retrospective at the MacKenzie Art Gallery.

The "Wihak Archives" are open to research.

Anyone wishing to make copies of any material in the "Wihak Archives" must first obtain written permission from Mark Wihak.
The VHS tapes are dubs from Beta-SP and mini-DV formats made for A WORLD AWAY: STORIES FROM THE REGINA FIVE, Produced by Mark Wihak in 2001.

These tapes are available for research purposes only and there is to be no duplication without written consent from Mark Wihak.

Each VHS tape contains dubs from 4-8 source tapes. There are short gaps between each source tape.

**Tape 1**  RON BLOORE- interviewed at his studio in Toronto 23/11/1997, camera by Brian Stockton.

**Tape 2**  TED GODWIN - interviewed at his home in Calgary 17/9/2000, camera by Dave Hansen.

**Tape 3**  KEN LOCHHEAD - interviewed at his home in Ottawa and his studio in the Gatineaus, July 22nd & 23rd, 2000 camera by Patrick McGowan.

**Tape 4**  ART McKay - interviewed at his home in North Vancouver, March 1998 camera by Marc Simard.

**Tape 5**  DOUG MORTON - interviewed at his studio in Victoria, March 1998 camera by Marc Simard

**Tape 6**  REGINA FIVE ROUNDTABLE- Regina Five plus Clifford Wiens, moderated by Timothy Long, MacKenzie Gallery Regina 8/2/1997

*the roundtable was recorded with two cameras. The dub represents the entire roundtable from Camera #1, and then Camera #2. There were audio problems with Camera #2 and there is at times distortion.


“A World Away: Stories from the Regina Five: videotape